Magnetic Icon Strip for the eno Board

< Toggle the Pen. Choose the squiggle line for writing or the arrow for mouse.

< When in cursor mode, goes to previous PowerPoint slide or Page Up. When in pen mode, goes to a blank white screen.

< Goes to the next PowerPoint slide or Page Down.

< Displays the on-screen keyboard.

< Displays all pen size and color options.

< Selects the current pen color for writing on the board.

< Selects the current pen width for writing on the board.

< Sets the pen to a solid line.

< Sets the pen to a dashed line.

< Sets the pen to be an eraser. This is the smallest eraser width.

< Sets the pen to be an eraser. This is the largest eraser width.

< Sets the pen to be an eraser. Clears all of the writing.

< Prints a copy of the whiteboard.

< Saves a copy of the whiteboard.

< Toggles "projection mode" on and off. The first use starts the onscreen alignment calibration process.